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We consider a class of planar polynomial systems with discontinuous righthand
sides and prove that, under certain hypotheses, it presents at most one singular
limit cycle and two regular limit cycles. Furthermore the sum of the multiplicity of
the regular limit cycles is less or equal than two. A key point in the proof is the
study of the Schwarzian derivative of the return map. Finally, we give some
examples reaching these bounds.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In this paper we study the maximum number of limit cycles of the
differential equation with discontinuous righthand sides
(x* , y* )=(P(x, y), Q(x, y))={(P
+(x, y), Q+(x, y))
(P&(x, y), Q&(x, y))
if y0,
if y0,
(1)
where (P, Q) will be given in (2). We denote the x-axis by L=
[(x, y) # R2: y=0], and the open upper (resp. lower) half plane by 6+
(resp. 6 &). Note that L is, possibly, a discontinuous line for system (1).
System (1) covers a wide range of physical phenomena, see for instance
[AKV]. For these kind of differential equations the concept of solution
needs to be re-examined and redefined in this setting. We will follow the
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approach of [F] developped with more details in next section. To state our
main result we need the following definitions for system (1),
 p is an stationary point if #(t)#p, for all t0.
 p is a singular point if p # L and either Q&( p) Q+( p)=0 or
P0( p) :=((P+Q&&P&Q+)(Q&&Q+))( p)=0. We note that stationary
points can be singular points.
 #(t) is a periodic orbit of period T if #(t) is a solution of system (1),
#(t+T)=#(t), for all t0, and T is the smallest positive number for which
the equality holds.
 #=[#(t), t0] is a limit cycle if it is a periodic orbit of system (1),
and there exists p # # & (R2"L) and a cross section through p such that its
Poincare return map either it is not defined or it is not the identity. In
Figure 1 there are some examples of limit cycles for system (1), with their
correspondent Poincare map.
Fig. 1. Some examples of limit cycles for system (1).
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 A limit cycle # without singular points is called regular limit cycle.
 A limit cycle # with singular points is called singular limit cycle.
When # is a simple (non simple) curve we will say that # is a simple (non
simple) singular limit cycle.
Examples 1 and 2 of Figure 1 are regular limit cycles. The other periodic
solutions of this figure are singular limit cycles. Particularly, Example 7
shows a non simple singular limit cycle. Observe that the existence of non
simple singular limit cycles is related with the existence of singular points
for which the Cauchy problem has no uniqueness.
We focus our attention to the following family of systems of type (1),
(P+, Q+)=Xn+Xm , n<m; (P&, Q&)=Yp+Yq , p<q. (2)
Here, Yu and Xu are homogeneous polynomial vector fields of degree u. We
will assume that, near the origin, the flow of (1)(2) circle it counterclock-
wise, that is, b+(%) :=( (&sin %, cos %), Xn(cos %, sin %)) >0, b&(%) :=
( (&sin %, cos %), Yp(cos %, sin %))>0, where ( , ) is the usual inner
product.
It will be useful to have system (1)(2) expressed in (\, %)-polar coor-
dinates:
{\* =a
+(%) \n+ f +(%) \m,
%4 =b+(%) \n&1+ g+(%) \m&1, in 6 +;
(3)
{\* =a
&(%) \ p+ f &(%) \q,
%4 =b&(%) \ p&1+ g&(%) \q&1, in 6 &;
(4)
where f \(%) and g\(%) are trigonometrical polynomials. From these
expressions, we define the functions
F +(%)=a+(%) g+(%)&b+(%) f +(%), and A+(%)= g+(%) F +(%),
for system (3), and, analogously, we can consider F &(%) and A&(%) for
system (4).
From now on, we will say that hypothesis H holds for (1)(2) if:
A+ } A&0, and m&n=q& p.
Our main results are:
Theorem A. Consider system given by (1)(2). Then either it has one
non simple singular limit cycle or it has, at most, four simple singular limit
cycles. Moreover in the second case, at most two of these singular limit cycles
surround the origin.
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The bounds given in the above result are obtained taking into account
the topological properties of equation (1)(2). We do not have explicit
examples reaching these upper bounds. A similar result to the above
theorem is stated in [CGP1].
Theorem B. Consider system given by (1)(2), and assume that it
satisfies hypothesis H, that is A+ } A&0, and m&n=q& p. Then all its
periodic orbits surround the origin and it has, at most, one singular limit
cycle (which is simple), and two regular limit cycles. Furthermore, the sum of
the multiplicities of the regular limit cycles is, at most, two.
We also give examples of system (1)(2), under hypothesis H, with two
regular limit cycles or with one singular limit cycle. Unfortunately, we have
not found any system (1)(2) under hypothesis H exhibiting coexistence of
two regular limit cycles and a singular one.
The proof of Theorem B is based, firstly in the study of the geometry of
the set of points at which the derivative of the angular component of the
vector field is zero (idea already used in previous papers, see for instance
[CL]); secondly in the expression of the limit cycles in polar coordinates
and, finally, in the study of the Schwarzian derivative, see [H], of the
Poincare return map. In fact, this last point is crucial in the study of
the multiplicity of the periodic orbits. We remark that in most papers
only the usual derivative of the Poincare map is considered. Schwarzian
derivative has been frequently used in discrete dynamical systems and to
control periodic orbits, see for instance [S] and [HS], respectively. It is
also utilized in other branches of mathematics, see [H], but as far as we
know this is first time in which it is used to control limit cycles for systems
with discontinuous righthand sides. In the proof of Theorem B, the fact
that A+ } A&0, is essential, whereas the equality m&n=q& p, seems no
so important but we have not been able to avoid it. The results of Theorem
B generalize those obtained for smooth planar vector fields, see [CGP2]
and [CL].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminary results.
The proof of the two theorems is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we
give some examples reaching the bounds stated in Theorem B.
2. TECHNICAL RESULTS
Firstly we recall some definitions of [F]. Given p=(c, c~ ) # R2, we will
say that #(t)=#(t, p), is a local solution, for t0, of the Cauchy problem
(1) with #(0)= p, if one of the following assertions hold:
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(i) When p # R2"L, #(t) is the unique local solution of system (1)
such that #(0)= p.
(ii) When p # L, Q&( p) Q+( p)>0, and Q+( p)<0 (resp.>0), #(t) is
the unique local solution of system (1) in 6& (resp. 6+), such that
#(0)= p and #$+(0)=(P&( p), Q&( p)) (resp. #$+(0)=(P+( p), Q+( p))).
Here #$+ denotes the righthand derivative.
(iii) When p # L, and Q&( p) Q+( p)<0, #(t) is the unique local
solution of the Cauchy problem:
x* =((P+Q&&P&Q+)(Q&&Q+))(x, 0)=: P0(x), y* =0, #(0)= p.
(iv) When p # L, and Q&( p) Q+( p)=0,
(a) #(t)#p, if either (P+( p), Q+( p))=(0, 0), or (P&( p), Q&( p))=
(0, 0), or Q&( p)=Q+( p)=0 and P+( p) P&( p)<0.
(b) In any other case #(t) is given as the solution of one or two of
the following three local Cauchy problems:
(x* , y* )=(P+, Q+), in 6+, #(0)= p;
(x* , y* )=(P&, Q&), in 6&, #(0)= p;
(x* , y* )=(P0, 0), in L, #(0)= p;
according with the possibilities given in Figure 2. Note that, after a
reflexion with respect to L or to [(x, y) : x=c], this figure contains all
topological possible cases for system (1).
In the proof of Theorems A and B, the points of the plane where %4 =0
for equations (3) and (4) play a special role. With the notation of Section
1, set K&=[(\, %) : b&(%)+ g&(%) \q& p=0]. Note that K& & L has, at
most, two points, one of them on [(\, %) : %=0] and the other one on
[(\, %) : %=?]. Similarly we can define K+, and consider K+ & L. Then,
Card((K& & L) _ (K+ & L))4, and these points are denoted by: p1 , p2 ,
p3 , p4 (when they exist). Their subscripts indicate their order on L, from
left to right. Set
KL=[ p # L : Q&( p) Q+( p)<0]
=[(\, 0) : (b&(0)+ g&(0) \q& p)(b+(0)+ g+(0) \m&n)<0]
_ [(\, ?) : (b&(?)+ g&(?) \q& p)(b+(?)+ g+(?) \m&n)<0].
Observe that KL"K L=(K& & L) _ (K+ & L). Finally we denote by K=
K& _ KL _ K+.
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Fig. 2. Thick trajectories give the local solution of the Cauchy problem (1) in case (iv.b).
In next lemma, which is easy to prove, we study the geometry of the set
K. A similar result is proved in [CL].
Lemma 1. Let K be the subset defined above. Then the following hold:
(a) K is either the empty set or the union of curves given in Figure 3.
(b) Assume p # K. Then the vector field associated with system (1)(2),
at point p, is radial, except for singular points where the local behaviour of
the trajectories looks as 4 of Figure 2, and its reflexions.
Fig 3. Geometry of the subset K.
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(c) If we assume hypothesis H, then the regions defined by subset K
are positively or negatively invariant by the flow of system (1)(2).
Remark 2. We observe that, on the curve %4 =0 of system (3), (resp.
(4)) we have \* =(A+(g+)2) \ p (resp. \* =(A&(g&)2) \n), and, as a conse-
quence, the sign of \* is the sign of the function A+ (resp. A&).
Next lemmas result useful to study periodic orbits of system (1)(2)
Lemma 3. Let #(t)=(\(t), %(t)), be a regular closed, simple and oriented
curve, expressed in (\, %)-polar coordinates in the plane, and which does
not surround the origin. Then, there exist t1 , t2 # R, t1{t2 , such that
%4 (t1)=%4 (t2)=0, and with \* (t1) \* (t2)<0.
Lemma 4. Let # be a limit cycle of (1)(2) surrounding the origin. Then,
if # is regular (resp. singular), # is contained either into a connected compo-
nent of %4 <0 (resp. %4 0) or into a connected component of %4 >0 (resp.
%4 0). Furthermore, when # is singular, its points of intersection with %4 =0,
are contained into the x-axis.
Proof. We denote by R the ray %=, through the origin. It is well
known that to compute the index of an oriented closed curve 1, with
respect to 0, Index(1, 0), we can proceed in the following way: (i) take 
such that R & 1, has a finite number of points, N; (ii) let p be the number
of points at wich 1 crosses R counterclockwise; (iii) let n be the number
of points at wich 1 crosses R clockwise. Then, Index(1, 0)= p&n. Note
that N can be different from p+n because 1 & R can have, for instance,
double points.
We remember also that, by using Lemma 1, for system (1)(2) we have
that if   [0, ?], R , has, at most, one point q where %4 =0. Moreover,
from 0 to q the flow through R revolves counterclockwise, while from q
to infinity it revolves clockwise. If  # [0, ?], R can have either one point
or a whole interval of points where %4 =0.
Since # is a limit cycle solution of (1)(2) surrounding the origin,
we have that |Index(#, 0)|=1. It is not restrictive to suppose that
Index(#, 0)=1. Taking some R , on it p&n=1, and then either p=1,
n=0 or p+n3. Assume this last inequality. Hence, from the above
properties, when   [0, ?], # has at least two points on R such that %4 =0.
This fact contradics the assertion proved in the above paragraph. There-
fore, p=1, n=0 and # & R has exactly one point. Furthermore, at this
point, # in not tangent to R . If # is regular we have the same property
when  # [0, ?]. If # is singular, it can be contained, during some time, in
R0 or in R? . From all the above considerations, the lemma follows. K
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Next results use hypothesis H.
Lemma 5. Assume that for system (1)(2) hypothesis H holds. Then, all
its periodic orbits, different from an stationary point, are simple curves.
Proof. (i). Let # be a periodic orbit of system (1)(2), different from
an stationary point. If # is not a simple curve, then # must be a non simple
singular periodic orbit. This orbit # must have a point p # # & L, for which
the Cauchy problem (1)(2), #(0)= p, has no a unique solution. Suppose,
without loss of generality, p # K & [(\, %) : %=?], and p located as in
Figure 4.
Hence, the orbit issuing from p has two possibilities to go on. First, it
can enter into 6+ for t>0. Second, it can go through L during some time
until it leaves L through q (see Figure 4 again). In any case # goes into
6+, from p. This indicates, using Lemma 1.(c) and the fact that # is a
periodic orbit, that there exists a value t0>0 for which #(t0) cuts
K & [(\, %) : %=0] at some point r and, at this point, \* (#(t0))<0. Hence,
\* (#(0)) \* (#(t0))<0. Using Remark 2 we get that this last inequality
contradicts hypothesis H. Therefore # is a simple curve and the lemma
follows. K
Proposition 6. Assume hypothesis H, and let # be a periodic orbit of
system (1)(2), different from an stationary point. Then, the following holds
(a) # surrounds the origin.
(b) If # is a regular (resp. singular) limit cycle, then # & K=< (resp.
# & K/K L).
(c) If # is a regular limit cycle it can be parametrized as \=\(%) and
it satisfies d\d%=S+(\, %) :=(a+(%) \n+ f +(%) \m)(b+(%) \n&1+ g+(%)
\m&1) (resp. S&(\, %)=(a&(%) \ p+ f &(%) \q)(b&(%) \ p&1+ g&(%) \q&1))
in 6 + (resp. in 6&).
Proof. (a) From Lemma 5, # is a simple curve on the plane. If #=
(\(t), %(t)) does not surround the origin, from Lemma 3, there exist
Fig. 4. Scheme of the possible situation of non simple singular periodic orbits in the proof
of Lemma 5.
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t1 , t2 # R, t1{t2 , such that %4 (t1)=%4 (t2)=0 and \* (t1) \* (t2)<0. Remark 2
implies that this last inequality is in contradiction with hypothesis H.
Therefore # surrounds the origin.
(b) From (a) and Lemma 4, the proof finishes.
(c) It is a corollary of (b), and of the expressions (3) and (4). K
Let us fix an arbitrary value %0 # [0, 2?]. Let D be the subset of the ray
%=%0 , for which the return map h associated to (1)(2) is defined.
Lemma 7. Assume that hypothesis H holds, and let K be a non closed
curve. Then all regular limit cycles of system (1)(2) cut the closest con-
nected component, to the origin, of D.
Proof. Assume that D has, at least, two connected components. Let D1
and D2 be the two ones closest to the origin (suppose that D1 is closer to
the origin than D2). We will proof the result by contradiction. Suppose that
there exists #, regular limit cycle of system (1)(2), such that # & D2{<.
From Proposition 6, # surrounds the origin and it is contained into a com-
ponent of [(\, %) : (\, %)  K]. Let #~ be an orbit through a point in D1 .
If we take q # [%=%0] between D1 and D2 , from the Poincare 
Bendixson Theory, its :-limit and |-limit set must be nonempty. On the
other hand, by using that K is not a closed curve and Lemma 1.(a) it
follows that between # and #~ there are no singular points (see Figure 5).
Therefore we have got a contradiction and the lemma follows. K
Following [H], in order to fix the multiplicity of regular limit cycles
of system (1)(2), we introduce the Schwarzian derivative for a map
h # C3(R), as the function
D(h)=
h$$$
h$
&
3
2 \
h"
h$+
2
.
For this kind of derivative, we have the following elementary properties:
(P1) D( f b g)(x)=(Df ) b (g(x))(g$(x))2+D(g(x)),
(P2) If D( f )<0 (resp. D( f )>0) and f is monotone, then | f $| has
no positive local minima (resp. maxima).
Consider a C1 differential equation in polar coordinates, d\d%=S(\, %).
We define the Poincare return map, h%0 , %1 , between two rays %=%0 and
%=%1 , as follows: take a point with \=x on %=%0 and denote by
\(%, x; %0) the solution of the differential equation such that \(%0 , x; %0)=x;
then h%0 , %1(x)=\(%1 , x; %0). This is a generalization of the usual return
map, h. We note that, possibly, h%0 , %1(x) does not exists but it is well
defined in a neighbourhood of any solution which crosses %=%0 and %=%1 .
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Fig. 5. Subset D with two different components.
We shall need the following result. Items (i)(iii) are proved in [L], (iv)
follows from (iii) and the above definitions.
Proposition 8. Let h(x) be the return map associated with the differen-
tial equation d\d%=S(\, %), then
(i) h$(x)=exp |
2?
0
S
\
(\(%, x), %) d%,
(ii) h"(x)=h$(x) _|
2?
0
2S
\2
(\(%, x), %)
_exp {|
%
0
S
\
(\(s, x), s) ds= d%& ,
(iii) h$$$(x)=h$(x) _32 \
h"(x)
h$(x)+
2
+|
2?
0
3S
\3
(\(%, x), %)
_exp {2 |
%
0
S
\
(\(s, x), s) ds= d%& ,
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(iv) D(h)=|
2?
0
3S
\3
(\(%, x), %) exp {2 |
%
0
S
\
(\(s, x), s) ds= d%,
where \(%, x) denotes the solution of the differential equation such that
\(0, x)=x, and D the Schwarzian derivative.
Remark 9. Observe that when S(\, %)=(a(%) \+ f (%) \2)(b(%)+ g(%) \),
it is easy to check that
S(\, %)=
f (%)
g(%)
\+
a(%) g(%)&b(%) f (%)
g2(%)
&
b(%)[a(%) g(%)&b(%) f (%)]
g2(%)(b(%)+ g(%) \)
,
and, so, with the notation of Proposition 8, we can write
D(h)=|
2?
0
6b(%)[a(%) g(%)&b(%) f (%)] g(%)
(b(%)+ g(%) \(%, x))4
_exp {2 |
%
0
S
\
(\(s, x), s) ds= d%. (5)
Next lemma gives an evaluation of the stability of hyperbolic periodic
orbits of system (1)(2), and it is an adapted version of Proposition 8.(i),
to non smooth differential equations.
Lemma 10. Consider system (1)(2) given by systems (3) and (4). Let
\=\(%) be a solution, which is either a regular limit cycle surrounding the
origin or \=\(%)#0. Let us define
;+=exp \|
?
0

\ \
a+(!) \n+ f +(!) \m
b+(!) \n&1+ g+(!) \m&1+}\=\(!) d!+ ,
;&=exp \|
2?
?

\ \
a&(!) \ p+ f &(!) \q
b&(!) \ p&1+ g&(!) \q&1+}\=\(!) d!+ .
Then, when ;&;+<1 (resp. >1), the solution \=\(%) is an attractor
(resp. repellor) hyperbolic regular limit cycle. When ;&;+=1, no informa-
tion about the stability of \=\(%) is obtained from this values.
Proof. Following the proof of (i) of Proposition 8 (see [Ll]), it is easy
to show that
h$%0 , %1(x)=exp \|
%1
%0
S
\
(\(%, x, %0), %) d%+ ,
where we use the notation introduced just before Proposition 8.
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Consider system (1)(2). Its Poincare return map with transversal sec-
tion [(x, y) : x>0, y=0] is given by h(x)=h&?, 2?(h
+
0, ?(x)), where h
&
?, 2? and
h+0, ? are the Poincare maps associated with (3) and (4) respectively. If x0
corresponds either with a regular limit cycle or x0 #0, then using the chain
rule we get
h$(x0)=(h&?, 2?)$ (h
+
0, ?(x0))(h
+
0, ?$(x0)).
From the expressions of ;& and ;+ and making some computations we
finally obtain h$(x0)=;&;+, which proves the lemma. K
As a consequence of the former lemma we have next result, which is a
natural adequacy of Lemma 11 of [CGP2] to systems with discontinuous
righthand sides. It will be useful when F & and F + do not change sign.
Lemma 11. Assume that hypothesis H holds. Consider system (1)(2)
written, in (\, %)-polar coordinates, as (3) and (4). The first derivative of the
return map associated with a periodic orbit \=\(%) of system (1)(2) is
exp \|
?
0
&F +(%) \(%)
(b+(%)+ g+(%) \(%))2
d%+|
2?
?
&F &(%) \(%)
(b&(%)+ g&(%) \(%))2
d%+ .
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS A AND B
Proof of Theorem A. Singular limit cycles contain singular points. Our
system (1)(2) has, at most, four singular points: pi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, different
from the origin. If all these points are points where uniqueness is not
violated for the local Cauchy problem with #(0)= pi , system (1)(2) will
have, at most, four singular limit cycles. If some of these points is of
type 3 of Figure 2, and only a simple periodic orbit contains it, the same
arguments as above works. If there are two simple periodic orbits through
it then these two periodic orbits form a non simple singular limit cycle. So
the first assertion of the theorem is proved.
Here we prove the second assertion, that is, we will prove that if there
are not non simple singular limit cycles then there are at most two singular
limit cycles surrounding the origin. Let # be a singular limit cycle of system
(1)(2) surrounding the origin. From Lemma 4 and the study of the flow
on the rays R=[(\, %) : %=], we have that # can only have singular
points of type 1 of Figure 2. So, we can suppose that system (1)(2) has,
at least, three singular points of such type, because if not, the theorem is
proved. Without loss of generality we can assume that p1 and p2 are two
of these points, and that they belong to R? . Suppose that there exist two
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singular limit cycles, #2 and #3 , of system (1)(2) such that p2 # #2 and
p3 # #3 . Since b&(%)>0, b+(%)>0 and from Lemma 4, #2 and #3 are
contained into the component %4 0 of system (1)(2). By uniqueness of
solutions in 6& and 6+, #2 can not intersect R0 between 0 and p3 . So #2
intersects R0 in a point between p3 and infinity and, then, #2=#3 . If
another singular point p4 , of type 1 of Figure 2, does not exist, the proof
is finished. So, we can suppose that such a point exists and that there are
two singular limit cycles, #1 and #4 , of system (1)(2) such that p1 # #1 and
p4 # #4 . We note that #1 and #4 are contained into the component %4 0 of
system (1)(2). By using analogous arguments than before, we conclude
that #1=#4 . Then the theorem is proved. Moreover, we remark that, in any
case, system (1)(2) has, at most, one singular limit cycle contained into
the component %4 0 and another one contained into the component
%4 0. K
Proof of Theorem B. From Proposition 6.(a) it is clear that all the peri-
odic orbits of (1)(2) surround the origin. First we will prove that this
system has at most one singular limit cycle. Let us denote by p1 , p2 , p3 and
p4 the four singular points of (1)(2) (when they exist). We will prove our
result in the case in which the four singular points exist. The proof in the
other cases is simpler and follows the same idea. From Theorem A, there
exist at most two singular limit cycles of (1)(2) surrounding the origin.
Following its proof we can ensure that when (1)(2) has two singular limit
cycles # and #~ the next situation holds: p1 , p4 # # and p2 , p3 # #~ . Hence,
from the behaviour of the flow associated with system (1)(2), we have
that, whenever it has sense, \* ( p1)>0, \* ( p2)<0, \* ( p3)<0 and \* ( p4)>0.
Therefore, we are in contradiction with Remark 2. Whence, we conclude
that only one of this two singular limit cycles may exists and the result is
proved.
From now on we will study regular limit cycles. By using Proposition
6.(c) we can assume that all regular limit cycle are parametrized in polar
coordinates and that they are solution of the differential equations obtained
from (3) and (4) and also stated in that proposition. By applying the
standard change of variables \1=\q& p (resp. \1=\m&n), %1=%, to the
differential equation obtained from (3) (resp. (4)) we get the following
differential equation which has all information about the regular limit
cycles of (1)(2),
d\
d%
={
S+(\, %) :=(q& p)
a+(%) \+ f +(%) \2
b+(%)+ g+(%) \
S &(\, %) :=(m&n)
a&(%) \+ f &(%) \2
b&(%)+ g&(%) \
in 6+,
in 6&.
(6)
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Observe that we have omitted the subscripts. We remark that is in the
above change of variables where we use the equality m&n=q& p given in
hypothesis H. This equality ensures that the changes of variable do not
break the periodic orbits.
Let #1 , #2 and #3 be three regular limit cycles of system (1)(2). From the
above considerations they can be written as \1(%), \2(%) and \3(%) and they
are solution of (6).
Assume that \1(%)>\2(%)>\3(%). Inspired by [Pl], define
H(%)={H
+(%),
H &(%),
0%<?,
?%<2?,
where
H\(%)=
S \(\1 , %)&S \(\2 , %)
\1(%)&\2(%)
&
S \(\1 , %)&S \(\3 , %)
\1(%)&\3(%)
&
S \(\2 , %)
\2(%)
+
S\(\3 , %)
\3(%)
.
We note that, possibly, %=? is a discontinuous point of this function.
From this definition, functions H\ satisfy
H\(%)=
(m&n) A\(%) \1(%)(\2(%)&\3(%))
_(b
\(%)+ g\(%) \1(%))_(b\(%)+ g\(%) \2(%))
_(b\(%)+ g\(%) \3(%)) &
.
Hence,
|
2?
0
H(%) d%=|
?
0
H+(%) d%+|
2?
?
H&(%) d%{0,
because A&A+0. On the other hand, from the definition of H, we have
|
2?
0
H(%) d%=log
(\1(%)&\2(%)) \3(%)
(\1(%)&\3(%)) \2(%) }
2?
0
=0,
and this equality contradicts the former result. Thereby, system (1)(2) has
at most two regular limit cycles. In the sequel we study the multiplicity of
these limit cycles.
Take a regular limit cycle, #, of system (1)(2). Remember that it can be
thought as a solution of (6). To study its multiplicity, we use expression (5)
of Remark 9, for the two components h&?, 2? and h
+
0, ? of its return map,
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h with Poincare section R0=[(\, %) : %=0]/L. From hypothesis H, we
obtain that D(h&?, 2?) and D(h
+
0, ?) have the same sign. Since h=h
&
?, 2? b h
+
0, ? ,
property (P1) of the Schwartzian derivarive implies that D(h) does not
change signe. Remember that for property (P2) D(h)<0 (resp. D(h)>0)
implies that h$ has no local minima (resp. maxima). Hence, using Rolle’s
Theorem, h$(x)&1=0 has, at most, two real solutions and, as a conse-
quence of this, h(x)&x=0 has, at most, three real solutions (taking into
account their multiplicities) in each connected component of R0 where the
return map is defined. When K is a non closed curve, by using Lemma 7,
and taking into account h(0)=0 the theorem follows. When K is a closed
curve, it is easy to check that g& and g+ must be negative and then
hypothesis H implies that F &F +0. Hence, from Lemma 11, any regular
limit cycle is hyperbolic. Therefore, the sum of the multiplicities of regular
limit cycles is, in any case, at most two. K
Observe that Theorem B can also be applied to smooth systems giving
Theorem B of [CGP2] and Theorem 1.1 of [CL]. Before ending this
section we want to comment the difference between the proof in the smooth
case and our proof. In the smooth case it suffices to control the sign of the
third derivative of the return map h to give a bound of the number of
periodic orbits (that is the number of zeros of h(x)&x). If we want to do
the same in the non smooth case we have to compose two return maps, h+
and h&, with third derivative non vanishing and of the same sign. It is not
easy to control the sign of the third derivative of this composition. On the
other hand if we use the Schwarzian derivative we can use first property
(P1) which is suitable for compositions and after property (P2).
4. EXAMPLES
In the next two examples we show that the upper bounds stated in
Theorem B are reached.
Inspired by Remark 6.5 of [GLS] we obtain Example 1 that gives
systems, under hypothesis H, with two regular limit cycles. On the other
hand, if we perturb one of the vector fields considered in [PS], then we
obtain Example 2 which provides systems, under hypothesis H, having one
singular limit cycle.
Example 1. Let X(=, a) be the vector field defined by
{x* =&ax& y+(ax
2+ay2+(1+=) xy)(x+ y),
y* =&=x&ay+(ax2+ay2+(1+=) xy)(&x+ y).
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Here (=, a) # D, where:
D={(=, a) # R2 |&1<=<0, a<0, (1+=)2+4(=+a)(1&a)<0, a>(=+1)
2
4(=&1)=.
Let X be the vector field with discontinuous righthand sides defined as
X={X(=+, a+)X(=&, a&)
on 6+
on 6&,
for an arbitrary pair, (=\, a\), of elements in D. We will call components
of X, to X(=+, a+) and X(=&, a&) .
Lemma 12. Assume that X is the vector field defined above. Then X
satisfies hypothesis H and has exactly two regular limit cycles which are
hyperbolic and surround the origin.
Proof. First we take each component of the vector field X, expressed in
(\, %)-polar coordinates as
{\* =(\
3&\)(a+(1+=) sin % cos %),
%4 =&=+(1+=) sin 2 %&(a+(1+=) sin % cos %) \2,
where = and a stands for =+ and a+ (resp. =& and a&) when the compo-
nent of X taken into account is X(=+, a+) (resp. X(=&, a&)). Now, from the
restrictions on (=, a) we can check the following facts for system X:
 from &1<=<0, the flow circles the origin counterclockwise.
 from (1+=)2+4(=+a)(1&a)<0, we have A&(%) A+(%)>0 for
all %, and furthermore that \#1 is a limit cycle (that is, %4 |\#1>0).
To know the stability of \#1, we use Lemma 10 and we evaluate the
sign of the expression (;+;&1). In our case we have that,
;+=exp \|
?
0
&2(a++(1+=+) sin % cos %)
=+&(1+=+) sin2 %+a++(1+=+) sin % cos %
d%+
=exp \\ 1+2a
+&=+
2 - &[(1+=+)2+4(=++a+)(1&a+)]
&
1
2+ (2?)+ ,
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and analogously for ;&. If we call G(=, a) = (1 + 2a&=)
2 - &[(1+=)2+4(=+a)(1&a)], we obtain
;+;&=exp((G(=+, a+)+G(=&, a&)&1)(2?)).
From the restrictions on (=, a) we have that G(=\, a\)>12. Hence,
;+;&>1. Consequently, \#1 is a hyperbolic repellor limit cycle. In order
to know the stability of the origin we use, again, Lemma 10 and we obtain
;+;&=exp \&\ ?a
+
- &=+
+
?a&
- &=&++ ,
which is, from the restrictions on (=+, a+) and (=&, a&), greater than one.
So, \#0 is a repellor orbit. From the BendixsonPoincare theory we con-
clude that the vector field X has at least a regular limit cycle surrounding
the origin in the region x2+ y2<1. Hence, from Theorem B, X has exactly
two regular limit cycles which are hyperbolic and surround the origin. K
Example 2. Consider
{x* =&y+dx+(d&d0) x
2&(1+$) xy,
y* =x+(1+$) x2,
(7$)
for a choice of the parameters with the following restrictions: 0<d<2,
&2<d0<0, 0<d&d0<2 and 0<$<&d0d.
Lemma 13. Assume that X is the vector field defined by (7$) with $=0
in 6+, and by (7$), with ${0 and satisfying the above inequalities, in 6&.
Then it is under hypothesis H, and it has, either a regular stable limit cycle,
or a singular limit cycle through the point (&1(1+$), 0).
Proof. In order to check that our system verifies hypothesis H we write
it in (\, %)-polar coordinates
{\* =d cos
2 %\+(d&d0) cos3 %\2,
%4 =(1&d sin % cos %)+((1+$) cos %&(d&d0) cos2 % sin %) \.
From the above expression it is clear that A(%)=(d$+d0) cos4 %
((1+$)&(d&d0)2) sin 2%). Therefore for our range of parameters
A+(%) A&(%)0. Obiously m&n=q& p. So hypothesis H is satisfied.
Next, we proceed as follows: First, we draw, on the Poincare sphere, the
behaviour of the flow of system (1)(2), at infinity, on the straight lines
x=&1, x=&1(1+$), x=0 and y=0, (see Figure 6) in order to confirm
that system (1)(2) is a bounded system (i.e., that no trajectories have
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Fig. 6. Behaviour of the flow of system (1)(2), on some curves of the Poincare sphere.
|-limit sets at infinity). On the other hand, it is not difficult to check that
x2+ y2<s is a negative invariant region of the plane, under the flow given
by system (1)(2), for s small enough.
Hence, if we look for the |-limit set of the path through the point
p=(&1(1+$), 0), two possibilities arise. If the path issuing from p inter-
sects the negative x-axis at a point in the interval (&1, &1(1+$)], then
this path is a singular limit cycle. Otherwise it must cross the negative
x-axis at a point between p and (&d(d&d0), 0), and its |-limit set can not
have singular points. Hence, from the Poincare Bendixson theory we
conclude that its |-limit set is a regular limit cycle and, as a consequence,
the lemma is proved. K
We indicate, that when d=1 and d0=&0.5, numerical computations
have shown us the existence of both regular and singular, limit cycles of the
system studied in Lemma 13. Particularly, we have got the existence of a
regular (resp. singular) limit cycle when $=0.25 (resp. $=0.49999).
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